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Acronyms & Abbreviations

 FEMA Acronyms:

https://www.fema.gov/glossary/acronyms‐0

 Do you sometimes think you need a translator to understand the language of floodplain 
management? 

 The Acronym List and Glossary found on www.fema.gov should assist you.  
 Better list provided
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…FEMA Docs & Websites

Links for documents & websites
referenced in this course can be
found on ASFPM’s website: 
www.floods.org

 www.fema.gov has links to all the FEMA documents and websites referenced in this 
class.
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Course Topics

UNIT I      Floodplain Management Concepts

UNIT II Floodplain Mapping

UNIT III NFIP Regulations & Administrative 

Procedures

UNIT IV Elevation Certificates

UNIT V Flood Insurance

UNIT VI Flood Hazard Mitigation 

UNIT VII  BW12, HFIAA 14 & FFRMS Update

 Here is the overview of all Units covered in this course. 

Topic Areas as Percentage of the 120 question CFM® Exam:
 Floodplain Management Concepts – 10%
 Floodplain Mapping – 25%
 NFIP Regulations & Administrative Procedures – 25%
 Flood Insurance – 10%
 Flood Hazard Mitigation – 10%
 Natural Beneficial Functions – 10%
 Overall Context of Floodplain Management – 10%
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UNIT I Course Goal:

Floodplain Management Concepts:

 Natural and Beneficial Functions

 National Flood Insurance Program

 Unified National Program

 This is what we’ll be reviewing in UNIT I.
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Natural & Beneficial Functions

 Flooding is a natural process. 
 If the natural process is unbalanced 
by man‐made changes, an area may 
receive more water than it can handle.

 Floods will flow into nearby low‐lying
areas or floodplains.

Source:  FEMA 268/June 1996 “Protecting Floodplain Resources-A Guidebook for 
Communities”

 Rivers and their floodplains are dynamic and complex natural systems.  They provide 
important social, economic and environmental benefits.

 Adapting to natural flooding means…
o reduced loss of life and property
o protection of critical natural & cultural resources
o more sustainable development

 Historically, people have settled next to waterways because of the advantages they offer 
in transportation, commerce, energy, water supply and even waste disposal.  However, 
human use of floodplains has dangers related to both humans (lives and property) and 
natural functions (water quality, diverse species, fertile soil).  

 The formation of a floodplain is tied to an adjacent river or stream.  Hydrologic and 
geologic processes sculpt channels by carving and depositing sand, silt and other 
materials.  Areas bordering river channels are known as floodplains and frequently 
defined in terms of likelihood of flooding (e.g. 1% chance of occurring during any given 
year). Important to note that there are natural floodplains and what FEMA maps as flood 
inundation areas. 

 What are some of the Floodplain’s natural resources? 
 Soils, nutrients, water quality and quantity, diversity in species of plants and animals.  
 Fertile environment for vegetation, habitat for wide variety of wildlife and small organisms, 

filtering of pollutants, groundwater recharge, wetlands, recreation, and improved surface 
water quality

 Floods have always altered the floodplain landscape.  Recently, human development and 
structural flood control strategies have altered the landscape further.
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Natural & Beneficial Functions

Water Resources
(Flood and erosion control,

water quality, and groundwater)

Living Resources
(habitats, breeding / feeding)

Social Resources
(recreation, science, open space)

Source:  FEMA 100/March 1986 “A Unified National Program for
Floodplain Management”

 Floodplains in natural or restored states yield benefits that can be static (e.g. 
aesthetic pleasure) or active (e.g. filtering pollutants through wetland vegetation).  

 The resources and functions of floodplains are loosely grouped to reflect the primary 
recipient of the benefit or the link to a larger system.  

Water Resources provide benefit to the hydrologic cycles of surface and groundwater.
Living Resources benefit plants and animals.
Social Resources directly benefit human society.
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Multiple Objective Management

AKA = MOM
 Looks at the entire watershed affecting 
the flood problems

 Brings all parties’ interests to the table
 Capitalizes on the expertise of many 
parties.

 Solve problems by linking to other 
community concerns ‐ “broad thinking”

Source:  FEMA 480/February 2005 “NFIP Floodplain Management
Requirements”

Multiple Objective Management
 A single-minded approach will not resolve flooding problems.
 The solutions must include the whole watershed affecting flooding.  
 The MOM approach makes sure that flood projects don’t undermine other community 

objectives or degrade the natural environment.
 MOM provides a way to evaluate losses v. benefits and value.  
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Wetland Protection
Wetland protection is frequently 
separated from floodplain management…

 USACE is responsible for wetland      
permitting: Section 404 of the Clean 
Water Act (404 Permits)

Many states have their own more 
restrictive wetland regulations

Source:  FEMA 480/February 2005 “NFIP Floodplain Management Requirements”

 Wetland protection is sometimes separated by federal policy and legislation 
from floodplain management.

 What does the Clean Water Act do?
 Wetland regulation most recognized by local officials is the federal regulation 

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act: establishes criteria for permitting of  
discharge of dredged or fill material into navigable waters and adjacent wetland 
areas. 

 States and communities may adopt their own wetland protection standards that 
go beyond the federal criteria to protect from net loss of wetland areas.

 The desire to reduce the cumulative impacts of wetland losses has led many 
jurisdictions to adopt a “no net loss of wetlands” policy.  No net loss is 
addressed either in terms of acreage or the functional value of wetlands.
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ESA=Endangered Species Act

 The stated purpose of the Endangered Species Act is 
to protect species and "the ecosystems upon which 
they depend” 

 Federal enforcement is shared by the US Fish and 
Wildlife Service (FWS) and NOAA’s National Marine 
Fisheries Service (NMFS)

NFIP communities must require ESA permits or 
approvals, if appropriate, to be in compliance with 
the National Flood Insurance Program regulations. 

 44 CFR 60.3 (a) 2. Review proposed development to assure that all necessary permits 
have been received from those governmental agencies from which approval is required 
by Federal or State law, including section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
Amendments of 1972, 33 U.S.C. 1334;

 FEMA Procedure Memorandum 64 (PM 64), August 18, 2010, requires that all CLOMR 
and CLOMR-F requests must include documentation for ESA compliance.

 Only documentation from the US Fish and Wildlife and/or NOAA National Marine 
Fisheries Service is acceptable. 

 Lawsuits have been filed claiming that the NFIP promotes development in 
environmentally sensitive areas damaging wetlands and wildlife habitat areas.
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Flooding and Types of Floods

 Riverine (A, AE)

 Flash (A, AE)

 Coastal (A, AE, 
V, VE)

 Shallow Sheet 
Flow (AO)

Ponding (AH)
Photo Courtesy of J. Wade

Source:  FEMA 480/February 2005 “NFIP Floodplain Management
Requirements”

 There are different types of floodplains and they are based on the type of flooding 
that forms them.  Most floods fall into four major categories: riverine, flash, coastal, 
and shallow.

o Flooding that occurs along a channel is Riverine flooding.  
o Flash flooding occurs in areas with steep slopes, narrow valleys, and 

lots of impervious surfaces.
o Coastal flooding occurs along the coast of oceans and large lakes.  It has 

two types of flood problems not found in riverine areas:  coastal storms and 
coastal erosion.  

o Shallow flooding occurs in flat areas with an absence of channels so 
drainage is not effective.  It generally falls into one of three categories:  sheet 
flow, ponding and urban drainage.

 Let’s look a little more closely at each type of flooding…

Photo Credit:
San Antonio TX, July 4, 2002 -- Cibolo Creek rages after over 30 inches of rain fell in under a week. 

Photo by Bob McMillan/ FEMA News Photo
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Riverine Overbank Flooding

Image from FEMA 480 Manual

Riverine Flooding Overview:

 “Watersheds” are areas that drain into a lake, stream or body of water.  
Watershed boundaries are formed by ridges or divides.

 Flooding that occurs along a channel is called “riverine” flooding.
 River channels, banks and bottom (thalweg or centerline) change as water 

moves downstream.
 Meanders or outside curves of the channel are vulnerable to erosion; inside 

meander areas are subject to deposits of sand and gravel.

Riverine Overbank flooding
 One of the nation’s most common types of flooding. 
 Occurs when a channel receives more water than capacity or is blocked – excess 

flows out onto floodplain
 Overbank flooding varies with the watershed’s specific size and terrain.  Both size 

and terrain affect the speed of flood water or velocity.  
 Hilly or mountainous terrain has faster, high velocity flood water. This is an 

increased hazard. 
 Flat terrain results in slower moving flood water and a lower hazard.
 Flood depths, duration and warning time are all related to watershed size and 

terrain.
 Depth, duration and warning time are all related to size and terrain of the specific 

watershed. 
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Flash 
Flooding

Photo: Amanda Bicknell / FEMA

Source:  FEMA 480/February 2005 “NFIP Floodplain Management Requirements”

Flash Flooding Overview:
 Flash floods rank first as the cause of flood-related deaths in the United States.
 Severe storms with heavy rainfall in short time often result in flash floods.
 Short warning, very destructive high-velocity flows

where flash flooding is most likely to occur
 Steep slopes and narrow valleys most vulnerable
 Impervious surfaces, gutters, storm sewers speed runoff
 Dam and levee failures, ice-jam release, and collapse of debris dam are all common 

causes
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Coastal Flooding

Photo: Don McClosky, Entergy

Source:  FEMA 480/February 2005 “NFIP Floodplain Management Requirements”

What makes coastal flooding different? 
 Coastal storms and coastal erosion not typical of riverine flooding -
 High winds and air pressure changes create “storm surge” by pushing water toward shore
 Tornados often accompany coastal (Tropical) storms

Coastal Flooding Overview:
 Increases water level and destructive waves often by several feet
 Impacted by high and low tides on open coasts
 Protective landforms such as dunes, bluffs and barrier islands are significantly changed by 

major coastal storms

What is a result of coastal flooding that doesn’t exist in the other types of floods
 Coastal erosion is a natural process that affects whether shoreline is receding or accreting. 

Human activity – such as construction of groins or seawalls, the dredging of channels and 
placement of sandbags – can contribute to coastal erosion by contributing to the natural 
process of sand transport.

 Structures often survive high winds but fail as a result of surge and/or erosion
Photo credit: 
Don McClosky, Entergy. This is a photo of Katrina storm surge of the Paris Road Bridge in New 

Orleans.  The red arrow on the left is pointing to a fence located on the top of the 
levee.  The arrow on the right is pointing to the top of the levee where storm surge is 
overtopping the levee.
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Photo: Ed Edahl / FEMA

Shallow Flooding 
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Shallow Flooding 

Shallow flooding occurs in flat areas 
with inadequate or no defined channels.

Shallow Flooding Types:
 Sheet Flow (Zone AO = w/o a BFE, but shows 
average depths)
 Ponding (Zone AH = w/ a BFE)
 Urban Drainage

• Urban drainage systems
• Areas protected by levees

Shallow flooding occurs in flat areas with inadequate or no defined channels.

 Shallow Flooding Types:
o Sheet Flow (Zone AO = w/o a BFE with a specified depth of flooding from 1’ to 3’)
o Ponding (Zone AH = w/ a BFE)
o Urban Drainage (Urban drainage systems, areas protected by levees)

Click mouse once to fade graphic and display text.

When does ponding occur? 
 “Ponding” results when runoff collects in depressions that can not drain.(ie: adjacent to 

roadways and levees)

 “Sheet Flow” - Floodwater travels overland with a somewhat uniform depth 
 An urban drainage system includes ditches, storm sewers, retention ponds and other 

facilities designed to store runoff or transport it to a receiving waterway.  Areas protected 
by levees are usually in developed or urban locations.  Channel modifications and 
mechanical systems to move floodwater are common but may not be able to handle 
heavy or intense rainfall.

 FEMA flood hazard maps have established shallow flooding zones for sheet flow (AO) 
and ponding (AH) areas.

2013 TFMA
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Sheet Flow Visual (Zone AO)

Picture from 
FEMA’s IS-9

 Floodwater spreads out over large area;  
somewhat uniform depth; flow downhill

 After intense prolonged rainfall
 Overland flow with no defined channel

Source:  FEMA 480/February 2005 “NFIP Floodplain Management Requirements”

How does FEMA depict sheet flow on the map? 
 Sheet flow and ponding are the types of shallow flooding that FEMA will depict on 

flood insurance rate maps.  There are some differences in how the zones are 
mapped.

 Sheet flow is generally expressed as a depth above the existing grade.  The 2’ mark 
above is depth (not BFE). Therefore the area is mapped as Zone AO-2’

 Think of Zone AO as flood flows that flow “overland” without a definable channel or 
stream with a depth of flooding (1’, 2’ or 3’).

 In the arid southwest, FEMA maps flood hazards on Alluvial Fans as Zone AO.
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Picture from 
FEMA’s IS-9

Ponding Visual (Zone AH)

 Runoff collects in depressions & cannot 
drain, does not move or flow away
Water remains until it infiltrates into the 

soil, evaporates or is pumped away

Source:  FEMA 480/February 2005 “NFIP Floodplain Management Requirements”

How does FEMA illustrate ponding on a flood map? 
 Ponding areas are mapped with a base flood elevation (BFE) shown. Therefore 

Zone AH-227’.
 Think of Zone AH as flood flows that collect in a “hole” with a ponding elevation 

(BFE).
 Zone AH areas are common in sump areas behind levees and behind roadway 

embankments.

2013 TFMA



Levees ‐ Accredited

 Accredited

• No mandatory purchase 
requirement for flood 
insurance in protected 
area

• Documented to meet ALL 
requirements of 44CFR 
65.10
 Freeboard

 Closures

 Embankment Protection

 Embankment and Foundation Stability

 Settlement

 Interior Drainage

 Other Design Criteria

 Plans for Maintenance, Operation, and Emergency 
Preparedness

• USACE cannot accredit, but often is the entity to compile all of the documentation to 
FEMA for accreditation
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Levees

 Non‐Accredited

• Mandatory flood insurance 
required in area protected by 
levee

• Documentation of 65.10 
compliance has not been 
provided to & approved by FEMA

 Only FEMA can accredit

 FEMA Levee Guidance: 
https://www.fema.gov/media‐
library‐data/1556726741363‐
2334a11b0de5b35a1e3210353c0614
8f/Levee_Guidance_Feb_2019.pdf

 USACE often provides some or all of accreditation materials
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National Flood Insurance Act of 1968

 Established the National Flood 
Insurance Program (NFIP)

 Created the Unified National program   
for FPM

 The strategies for dealing with flooding, protecting people and development, have evolved over many 
years. The U.S. policy on floodplain management helps to explain where we have come from and where 
we are now.

Prior to the NFIP, what was the approach to flooding? 
 Prior approach - build structural projects and provide flood victims with taxpayer relief; however flooding 

was still occurring and people were still building in flood prone areas!   A change was needed!  
Previously the role of government agencies was to build massive flood control projects.

Why did flood losses continue? 
 Structural flood control projects failed to reduce flood losses because people continued to build in 

floodplains.

 Since the 1960’s FPM has slowly evolved from structural solutions to combining nonstructural solutions 
as well.

 The creation of the National Flood Insurance Program in 1968 was landmark step in the evolution.
 Floodplain policies shifted to multiple purposes and mixed solutions to suit a variety of situations. This 

introduced a need for coordination of many government programs that affected flooding. 
 The Unified National Program provided a framework for coordinating between federal, state, local and 

private parties in floodplain management efforts.  
 The Task Force of federal agency representatives identified four floodplain management strategies for 

reducing human economic losses from flooding as well as minimizing the losses of natural and beneficial 
floodplain resources.

 The strategies are supported by an array of tools.  In most cases a combination of tools and strategies 
will be needed to accomplish the best floodplain management.

 The important message was that all options should be considered; floodplain hazards and values should 
be accounted for before developing or implementing and action that can change the floodplain.

Unified National Program Floodplain Management Strategies:
 Modify susceptibility to flooding (land use regulations) 
 Modify impact of flooding (education, insurance, mitigation)
 Modify flooding (structural)
 Preserve and restore resources (wetlands, floodplains, coastal)
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Legislative Cornerstones

 1973 Flood Disaster Protection Act 
 1979 FEMA was created
 1994 Nat’l Flood Insurance Reform Act
 2000 Disaster Mitigation Act
 2004, 2012 & 2014 NFIP Reform Acts

Source:  FEMA 480/February 2005 “NFIP Floodplain Management Requirements”

Prompt participants to tell you something about what each act accomplished / did.

 After 1968, NFIP participation grew slowly.  Availability of flood insurance alone was not 
incentive enough to motivate people to purchase flood insurance or communities to join the 
NFIP. Lenders continued to grant loans in floodprone areas with no requirement to 
purchase flood insurance.

 1973 Flood Disaster Protection Act: Introduced Mandatory purchase requirements -
Established sanctions for non-participation and limited availability of federal disaster 
assistance without flood insurance.  Added sanctions and requirements for flood insurance 
if buildings in flood hazard areas were receiving federal financial assistance or loans from 
federally insured/regulated lenders.  The result was increased NFIP participation and rapid 
policy growth!

 1979 FEMA was created, NFIP and FIA transferred from HUD to FEMA.  Created a rate 
structure that reduced the FIA dependence on authority to borrow from the Federal 
Treasury.  The NFIP is designed to be self-supporting (from premium income) since 1986.

 1994 National Flood Insurance Reform Act: Authorized the CRS, established mitigation 
grant program, strengthened mandatory purchase requirement, and instituted a 5-year 
review for maps. The NFIP has had significant reform for the sake of improving the 
program’s function and ability to achieve the risk reduction goals.  1994 legislation was one 
of the most significant reform efforts.

 2000 – Disaster Mitigation Act: Provides the opportunities for States, Tribes and local 
governments to take a new and revitalized approach to mitigation planning. DMA 2000 
establishes the requirement that States and local governments must have a “FEMA 
approved” mitigation plan to receive mitigation grant funding.  
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 2004 - National Flood Insurance Reform Act: Focused on insurance improvements, 
agent education, digital flood hazard data, and mitigation for repetitive loss 
properties.  2004 was another reform legislation effort.  Policy growth and program 
improvement continues.

 2012 – Biggert-Waters Flood Insurance Reform Act: BW12 includes Insurance 
Reform; removal of “subsidies”; insurance for properties protected by Levees; re-
establishes the Technical Mapping Advisory Council; authorizes $400M/year for 
mapping for 2013 to 2017.

 2014 – Homeowners Flood Insurance Affordability Act: GW14 or HFIAA 2014 
modifies some of the BW12 requirements, requires that an affordability study be 
conducted and reinstates the Grandfather Rule.

FIA = Federal Insurance Administration
HUD = Housing & Urban Development
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Documents to know

EO 11988‐ (1977) requires Federal agencies to 
avoid adverse impacts associated with 
floodplain development

44CFR 
• 60.1 – requirements for floodplain management 
regulations

• 60.3 – Floodplain Mgmt criteria (sets minimum 
standards for local ordinances)
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The NFIP ‐ How it Works

You can think of the NFIP as a three-legged stool.  The legs are:
 MAPS or hazard identification
 REGULATIONS or tools for managing the risk
 INSURANCE or a strategy for risk protection

 Emphasize that the NFIP is a insurance program
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The NFIP ‐ How it Works

Mutual Agreement

Prompt participants to describe the roles of the Federal Govt., State, Community, and 
Property Owner.  

The NFIP works like this: it’s a Mutual Agreement between:
 Federal Government and 
 Community

 Participation is voluntary

 The state role is coordination, and
 Residents and business owners benefit from the program

2013 TFMA
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The NFIP

Mapping
Regulations
Insurance

Source:  FEMA 480/February 2005 “NFIP Floodplain Management Requirements”

 FEMA has prepared floodplain maps and developed flood hazard information for 
most communities in the U.S.

 The maps are used by a variety of people for multiple purposes (agents to rate 
properties, lenders to determine when flood insurance must be purchased, and 
communities to regulate flood prone development).

 Map Modernization is focusing on building local capability to produce, update and 
maintain maps in the future.

Mapping:
 Identifies flood risk areas and floodways 
 Basis for communities regulations
 Supports rating for flood insurance
 Determines properties subject to mandatory purchase of flood insurance and 

federal disaster assistance sanctions.

Regulations
 Require local and state governments to provide direction and manage risk
 No flood insurance unless community adopts and enforces FPM regulations
 Protect new development and correct existing at-risk development.

Insurance
 Available to all insurable buildings in a participating community
 Provides relief for big or small flood 
 Rates dependent on date of construction and initial flood hazard map date.
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NFIP ‐ Roles

Federal                                 State

Community

Federal Role [enforcement]
 FEMA coordinates through Regional Offices and State Coordinators
 Establish and maintain the minimum NFIP standards (44 CFR 60.3)
 Administer flood hazard mapping information and training on flood insurance, rating, 

and mandatory purchase requirements

State Role [coordination and enforcement of state law that is higher standard than 
NFIP]

 Assign a “State Coordinator” to oversee NFIP aspects of FPM
 Ensure communities have enabling authority
 Adopt standards equal to or greater than the Federal NFIP minimums
 Provide technical assistance to communities
 Support flood hazard mapping

Community Role [Administer regulations]
 Adopt / enforce regulations that meet or exceed the minimum NFIP and State FPM 

regulations
 Inspect development for compliance 
 Maintain records of flooding & floodplain development
 Mapping assistance

Private Sector Role [Assist Federal, state and local]

2013 TFMA



 The private sector role emerges in the insurance and lending aspects of the 
NFIP.
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UNIT I – Summary Review

Floodplain Management Concepts:

 Natural and Beneficial Functions

 National Flood Insurance Program

 Unified National Program

 What questions do you have about what we just covered in UNIT I?
 Tell me something about...

o Natural and Beneficial Functions
o The NFIP
o The Unified National Program

NOTE: Avoid asking “Do you have questions?” This seeks a Yes-No response and may 
discourage people from admitting they do have questions.

If the questions are off-topic or relate to a specific community’s concerns, you can also 
write these on the Parking Lot and comment that you can discuss with the questioner 
outside of class (different color of marker).

If a question arises that you can’t answer, write this on the Parking Lot (again, different 
color of marker) and let the questioner know you’ll find out and get back to them after the 
class is over.
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